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Chapter 1 : Texas Performing Arts - The University of Texas at Austin
Performing arts may include dance, music, opera, theatre and musical theatre, magic, illusion, mime, spoken word,
puppetry, circus arts, performance art. There is also a specialized form of fine art, in which the artists perform their work
live to an audience.

A list of careers in art accentuates talents related to digital illustration, craft skills, interior decorating, building
design and body art. When you consider different type of careers in art that are appealing, identify your special
talents and match them with the types of careers that fit your lifestyle and budgetary needs. Many artists are
self-employed, so be ready to exercise your business skills, along with your artistic abilities. Educational
requirements for types of careers in art vary. When you look at an arts jobs list, you will notice that most types
of careers in art and design require a portfolio to demonstrate your experience. Begin working on your
portfolio early on, to be successful as an artist. Graphic Designer Creating art for advertising, business use,
and even the front of t-shirts, is the job of a graphic designer. This type of career in art and design matches
artistic talent with technological skills. Virtually, everything you see in print, was designed by a graphic
designer. If you are an artist, and you want to work independently and have a knack for marketing and web
development, this may be an ideal career choice. Graphic designers who work in business and industry
generally have an undergraduate degree in graphic design, and can demonstrate proficiency in digital
illustration, web page design, and web-page scripting. Consider developing a portfolio that can demonstrate
your skills and previous work examples. A graphic design portfolio is supplemental to a standard resume for
this type of career in art and design. Working as a graphic designer in computer systems, is among the graphic
design art careers in demand. Interior Designer Becoming an interior designer will allow you to apply your
artistic talent to the decorating of residential and commercial spaces. A different type of career in art, interior
designers must apply functional purpose, client interests and cutting-edge design to interior and exterior living
areas. Some interior designers may work on a brand new project, such as a corporate building, while others
may design a single room for a home. In contrast to an interior decorator, people in this type of career in art
and design must have knowledge of environmental sustainability, physical considerations, and technological
issues, along with artistic decorating skills and training. Some interior designers work as independent
contractors, while others may work in a salaried position for a corporation or design firm. A modest growth of
four percent, in interior design positions is expected between now and Architect Building Designer An
architect is a different type of career in art. Using artistic talents, in tandem with the technical side of building
design, an architect creates building plans that are eye-catching and functional. An undergraduate degree in
architecture provides a foundational understanding of how to use software to create blueprints, to learn about
building codes, and artistic elements. Some architects specialize in furniture design or restoration to accentuate
their artistic talents. An architect is a type of career in art and design, who may work as an independent
contractor or for an architectural firm. Among the list of careers in art, an architect has a slower-than-average
job outlook. Securing a job in this type of career in art and design will be easier, if you specialize in designing
health care centers and can apply the principles of sustainability to architectural design. Art Director An art
director provides creative direction for a project or marketing campaign. Often found in the advertising
industry, an art director ensures that a project is fulfilled from the original concept design to the final, visual
campaign. For example, an art director is responsible for launching a new product, movie or business service.
As a creative coordinator, this type of career in art and design assembles a team to conceptualize a marketing
strategy, then creates a print or video advertising plan, and executes the details, to make sure the final launch
goes as planned. An undergraduate degree in art, design or marketing is essential to be successful as an art
director. Floral Designer If you have an interest in creating daily art projects that will brighten the day of
others, a floral designer should be on your arts jobs list. As a floral designer, every day is a unique work
experience. This type of career in the arts must understand the needs of the client or event and then, must
create a unique masterpiece to add important detail to the program. Having artistic ability, strong
communication skills, creativity, and a detail-oriented mindset are important qualities to have for this type of
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career in art and design. You may choose to attend a training class, but formal education is not required. You
can also earn an Associate degree in floral design, floristry, or horticulture. Some florists also hold a
certification as a floral designer from the American Institute of Floral Designers. Artistic Animator If you
work as an animator, you can see your artistic skills come to life, on the big screen. Working primarily in
creating animated visual effects for movies, video games, and television, an animator is a different type of
careers in the arts. An extensive skill set related to computer graphics and art is required to be a successful
animator. An undergraduate degree and a substantial electronic portfolio that demonstrates your experience is
essential for this type of career in art and design. Many animators are self-employed, but some businesses in
the entertainment industry, hire full-time professionals as animators. Creativity, time management, and strong
communication skills are needed for this type of career in art and design. Fashion Designer If you have a keen
eye for fashion, artistic ability and creativity, a career as a fashion designer should be high on your arts jobs
list. Fashion designers must have a strong awareness of the market, so that they can design clothing that will
be popular with prospective customers. In addition to creating new clothing ideas, a fashion designer must
select fabric and accessories, work with other staff to create clothing samples, and be able to pitch their ideas
to buyers. Fashion designers may specialize in clothing, shoes, accessories, or costumes. Some fashion
designers are self-employed and others, work for larger manufacturers or retail companies. To be successful in
this type of career in art and design, you will need an undergraduate degree in fashion design or
merchandising. Independent Photographer Becoming a photographer is a creative, independent profession that
you will find on an arts jobs list. Photographers mainly work as individual contractors for businesses, media
outlets, and individuals seeking personal pictures. When you think of this type of career in art and design,
weddings are often, the photography need that comes to mind. Photography is needed, however for a wide
variety of purposes. Companies need professional pictures of products, internet advertisers require photos to
entice readership, and newspapers use photos to tell a story. A college degree is not needed for this type of
career in art and design, but most colleges offer courses that teach the technical aspects of photography.
Photography jobs are tough to come by. Craft Artist If you have a special artistic talent and are interested in
being self-employed, consider becoming a craft artist. Craft and fine artists are a type of career in art and
design that center on selling handmade pieces in studios, galleries, fairs and festivals. Paintings, jewelry,
pottery, and furniture are all examples of items sold by a craft artist. There is no formal education required for
this type of career in art and design, but taking classes will help you improve your skills. Since most craft
artists are self-employed, being successful requires more than just creating artistic objects. All aspects of
running a small business are an added responsibility of this type of career in art and design. Tattoo Artist A
tattoo artist is a unique career on the arts jobs list. While some people will come in with a specific picture of
the tattoo that they want, others desire fresh ideas from a true artist. In addition to a training course, some
states require that tattoo artists undergo specific licensing procedures. As with most types of careers in art and
design, it is important to develop a portfolio that showcases your work. You will need to become an
established tattoo artist with solid references, before you can begin earning a higher salary. Most tattoo artists
are self-employed, and must bear the burden of insurance costs. Event Planner An event planner may seem
like an unusual profession on a list of careers in art, but an artistic flair is a mainstay of this job. As a different
type of career in art, an event planner must be able to execute the details, such as crowd control, ticketing, and
finance. More importantly, an artistic flair is needed for decorations, food display and entertainment. Event
planners are responsible for weddings, charity fundraisers, large-scale receptions, anniversary parties and
corporate marketing programs. Formal education is not required for this type of career in art and design, but
larger companies look favorably upon a professional who has a degree in hospitality, marketing or business.
Having creativity, as well as demonstrated experience in designing small and large events, plus a background
in marketing, are important qualities for this job. As an art career in demand, you can expect an increase of 11
percent of available jobs in this profession.
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Chapter 2 : NYCâ€™s top performing arts high schools
The performing arts include a wide range of artistic endeavours that are performed in front of an audience. The term
includes widely recognised performing arts such as theatre, drama, music, dance, circus, opera, mime and musical
theatre, pantomime but can also include professional wrestling, stand-up comedy, marching band, and other similar
artistic activities.

They act as a window to the larger world of performing arts by staging high-quality productions and attracting
top professional talent to teach and perform. All these centers provide arts programming with the intention of
engaging the local community, and often include lectures, dance performances, concerts, and recitals. The
following performing arts centers were chosen for their enduring commitment to arts education as well as their
desire to provide exceptional arts programming to the public at the highest levels. This LEED certified
building houses seats and includes a seat lecture hall, a number of classrooms, and a concert hall. The center
offers regular concerts and recitals including Broadway shows, orchestral presentations, and dance, film, and
opera performances. The DeBartolo Performing Arts Center also regularly commissions work like theater,
music, and dance performances. Broadway icon Harold Prince and Hollywood phenom Al Pacino have
participated in The Distinguished Lecture Series, much to the delight of students and members of the
community. The center is also the home of the seat Gonda Theater and the black box Devine Studio Theater,
as well as classrooms and production learning labs. The center offers a teaching, lecturing, and performance
area that include the Cherry Logan Emerson Concert Hall, a theater lab, dance studio, and the Chace Gallery,
which showcase rotating exhibits of staff, faculty, and alumni work. Home to the seat William S. Robinson
Theater, a seat recital hall, the Walter Walker reception area, and the Mesa Experimental Theater, the Moss
Performing Arts Center offers a variety of entertainment for students, faculty, and community members
year-round. The center also houses a design studio and a number of technology classrooms and practice rooms
to further educate performing arts students. World-class performers and artists come to the center to offer
concerts and theatrical productions to the university and community. A 1,seat performance hall provides an
excellent venue for concerts and performances, and the center is a place for all art disciplines to come
together. Situated along the Joyce Kilmer National Forest, the Bardo Fine and Performing Arts Center
combines a state-of-the-art space with a naturally beautiful setting to promote the arts and arts education
throughout the region. Newman, who based his design for the facility of the interior structure of a violin. The
Cornell Dramatic Club, formed in , is one of the oldest university theater groups that continue to present
performances today. Home to the Department of Performing and Media Arts, the Schwartz Center hosts
performances that include film, dance, and theater productions, and the center houses a costume and prop
shop, sound and lighting design studios, rehearsal spaces, and a production suite for editing film. Offering
students and community members the opportunity to experience live theater and concert performances
year-round, the center is best known for its Annual Performance Series. The center also commissions a variety
of artists to create new projects that include jazz and dance performances. Known regionally for bringing
interesting and innovative performances yearly through their Performing Arts Series, the center has showcased
important acts like the Tannahill Weavers, the Vienna Boys Choir, and Ed Asner. The Taylor-Meade
Performing Arts Center also provides students with nine practice rooms and access to The Pacific Music
Library which is located within the main campus library. Offering a rich and diverse number of performances,
the Hylton Performing Arts Center covers nearly 85, square feet, and houses a variety of performance venues.
The 1,seat Merchant Hall, an opera house with a foot stage and an orchestra pit, hosts symphonies, dance,
theater, and opera performances. The seat Gregory Family Theater offers an open floor plan that suits cabaret
and chamber groups. Opened in with the help of Harry W. Housed within the center are the Kresge
Auditorium, which holds up to 1, people and the Thompson Recital Hall, which offers a seat recital space. The
Moore Theatre, home to the DePauw Theatre and the DePauw Opera offers seating for and includes a scene
construction studio, costume storage, a laundry, and dressing area for performers. The seat theater offers
musical, comedy, and dance performances alongside lectures and university events. Intended to engage
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youngsters and families within the community, the center also spotlights student performances and events, and
strives to uphold a strong commitment to performing arts education. With over 90, square feet of performance
space, and a 1,seat theater, the center is also the home of a Black Box Theatre and a recital hall. With modern
lighting and a state-of-the-art sound system, the facility boasts nearly 75 productions yearly including
Broadway productions of Hairspray and Avenue Q. The Lillian and Robert Utsey Music Series has offered
nearly free performances in 28 years, and students are given opportunities to work with artists through various
workshops including Dr. Home to an seat theater, a number of classrooms, and a rehearsal space, the center
hosts regular productions by students as well as visiting artists and performers. With the intention of enriching
the community through the arts, the center has worked in collaboration with the Nebraska Repertory Theater
as well as Yo Yo Ma to bring theater and music to the public and to university students. Phillips Center for the
Performing Arts, which has presented performances by a number of established and emerging artists including
Tony Bennett and Ray Charles. Marshall Rotunda, the Beverly B. With a costume design studio and set design
shop, as well as classrooms and meeting spaces, the center provides students with the opportunity to
experience a professional-level performing arts education. Opened in with the intention of inspiring students
and the community, the center offers professional music, theatre and dance performances as well as lectures
and presentations for students and the public. The 1,seat facility offers superior acoustic and a professional
dance floor, and aims to bring culturally diverse presentations to the university. Upcoming free presentations
include yoga and live music. The seat James D.
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Chapter 3 : Top 10 Qualities of a Great Performing Artist | blog.quintoapp.com
I have compiled a comprehensive list of the over 70 universities and conservatory programs in New York that offer
performing arts degrees (Bachelor's or higher). I have also chosen the top 3 performing arts schools in New York.

Antitheatricality Starting in the 6th century BC, the Classical period of performing art began in Greece ,
ushered in by the tragic poets such as Sophocles. These poets wrote plays which, in some cases, incorporated
dance see Euripides. The Hellenistic period began the widespread use of comedy. However, by the 6th century
AD, Western performing arts had been largely ended, as the Dark Ages began. Between the 9th century and
14th century, performing art in the West was limited to religious historical enactments and morality plays ,
organized by the Church in celebration of holy days and other important events. Renaissance In the 15th
century performing arts, along with the arts in general, saw a revival as the Renaissance began in Italy and
spread throughout Europe plays, some of which incorporated dance, which were performed and Domenico da
Piacenza credited with the first use of the term ballo in De Arte Saltandi et Choreas Ducendi instead of danza
dance for his baletti or balli. The term eventually became Ballet. This period also introduced the Elizabethan
masque , featuring music, dance and elaborate costumes as well as professional theatrical companies in
England. In , the first opera , Dafne was performed and throughout the 17th century, opera would rapidly
become the entertainment of choice for the aristocracy in most of Europe, and eventually for large numbers of
people living in cities and towns throughout Europe. Modern Era[ edit ] The introduction of the proscenium
arch in Italy during the 17th century established the traditional theatre form that persists to this day.
Meanwhile, in England, the Puritans forbade acting, bringing a halt to performing arts that lasted until After
that, women began to appear in both French and English plays. The French introduced a formal dance
instruction in the late 17th century. It is also during this time that the first plays were performed in the
American Colonies. During the 18th century, the introduction of the popular opera buffa brought opera to the
masses as an accessible form of performance. At the turn of the 19th century, Beethoven and the Romantic
movement ushered in a new era that led first to the spectacles of grand opera and then to the musical dramas of
Giuseppe Verdi and the Gesamtkunstwerk total work of art of the operas of Richard Wagner leading directly
to the music of the 20th century. The 19th century was a period of growth for the performing arts for all social
classes, technical advances such as the introduction of gaslight to theatres, burlesque , minstrel dancing, and
variety theatre. In ballet, women make great progress in the previously male-dominated art. Isadora Duncan ,
one of the developers of free dance. Modern dance began in the late 19th century and early 20th century in
response to the restrictions of traditional ballet. Both impressionism and modern realism were introduced to
the stage during this period. It is extremely complex. With the invention of the motion picture in the late 19th
century by Thomas Edison and the growth of the motion picture industry in Hollywood in the early 20th
century, film became a dominant performance medium throughout the 20th and 21st centuries. Rhythm and
blues , a cultural phenomenon of black America, became to prominence in the early 20th century; influencing
a range of later popular music styles internationally. In the s Jean Rosenthal introduced what would become
modern stage lighting , changing the nature of the stage as the Broadway musical became a phenomenon in the
United States. Post-War performance[ edit ] Post-World War II performing arts were highlighted by the
resurgence of both ballet and opera in the Western world. Modern street theatre performance in La
Chaux-de-Fonds Postmodernism in performing arts dominated the s to large extent. History of Eastern
performing arts[ edit ] Middle East[ edit ] The earliest recorded theatrical event dates back to BC with the
passion plays of Ancient Egypt. This story of the god Osiris was performed annually at festivals throughout
the civilization, marking the known beginning of a long relationship between theatre and religion. India and
Pakistan[ edit ] Main articles: Theatre in India , Theatre in Pakistan , and Sanskrit drama Folk theatre and
dramatics can be traced to the religious ritualism of the Vedic peoples in the 2nd millennium BC. This folk
theatre of the misty past was mixed with dance, food, ritualism, plus a depiction of events from daily life. The
last element made it the origin of the classical theatre of later times. Many historians, notably D. Kosambi,
Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya, Adya Rangacharaya, etc. Those who acted as mammals like goats, buffaloes,
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reindeer, monkeys, etc. Bharata is often known as the father of Indian theatrical arts. His Natya Shastra seems
to be the first attempt to develop the technique or rather art, of drama in a systematic manner. The Natya
Shastra tells us not only what is to be portrayed in a drama, but how the portrayal is to be done. Drama, as
Bharata Muni says, is the imitation of men and their doings loka-vritti. As men and their doings have to be
respected on the stage, so drama in Sanskrit is also known by the term roopaka, which means portrayal. The
Ramayana and Mahabharata can be considered the first recognized plays that originated in India. These epics
provided the inspiration to the earliest Indian dramatists and they do it even today. The last was inspired by a
story in the Mahabharata and is the most famous. It was the first to be translated into English and German. The
next great Indian dramatist was Bhavabhuti c. He is said to have written the following three plays:
Malati-Madhava, Mahaviracharita and Uttar Ramacharita. Among these three, the last two cover between
them, the entire epic of Ramayana. The powerful Indian emperor Harsha â€” is credited with having written
three plays: Many other dramatists followed during the Middle Ages. There were many performing art forms
in the southern part of India, Kerala is such a state with different such art forms like Koodiyattam ,
Nangyarkoothu , Kathakali , Chakyar koothu , Thirayattam and there were many prominent artists like
Painkulam Raman Chakyar and others. Chinese theatre There are references to theatrical entertainments in
China as early as BC during the Shang Dynasty ; they often involved music, clowning and acrobatic displays.
The Tang dynasty is sometimes known as "The Age of Entertainments". During this era, Emperor Xuanzong
formed an acting school known as the Children of the Pear Garden to produce a form of drama that was
primarily musical. During the Han Dynasty, shadow puppetry first emerged as a recognized form of theatre in
China. There were two distinct forms of shadow puppetry, Cantonese southern and Pekingese northern. The
two styles were differentiated by the method of making the puppets and the positioning of the rods on the
puppets, as opposed to the type of play performed by the puppets. Both styles generally performed plays
depicting great adventure and fantasy, rarely was this very stylized form of theatre used for political
propaganda. Cantonese shadow puppets were the larger of the two. They were built using thick leather that
created more substantial shadows. Symbolic color was also very prevalent; a black face represented honesty, a
red one bravery. Thus, they were not seen by the audience when the shadow was created. Pekingese puppets
were more delicate and smaller. They were created out of thin, translucent leather usually taken from the belly
of a donkey. They were painted with vibrant paints, thus they cast a very colorful shadow. The thin rods that
controlled their movements were attached to a leather collar at the neck of the puppet. The rods ran parallel to
the bodies of the puppet then turned at a ninety degree angle to connect to the neck. While these rods were
visible when the shadow was cast, they laid outside the shadow of the puppet; thus they did not interfere with
the appearance of the figure. The rods attached at the necks to facilitate the use of multiple heads with one
body. When the heads were not being used, they were stored in a muslin book or fabric lined box. The heads
were always removed at night. This was in keeping with the old superstition that if left intact, the puppets
would come to life at night. Some puppeteers went so far as to store the heads in one book and the bodies in
another, to further reduce the possibility of reanimating puppets. Shadow puppetry is said to have reached its
highest point of artistic development in the 11th century before becoming a tool of the government. In the
Song dynasty , there were many popular plays involving acrobatics and music. These developed in the Yuan
Dynasty into a more sophisticated form with a four- or five-act structure. Yuan drama spread across China and
diversified into numerous regional forms, the best known of which is Beijing Opera, which is still popular
today.
Chapter 4 : Performing Arts Majors and Potential Jobs | CollegeXpress
Check out our list of performing arts colleges in New York and our list of performing arts colleges in California. Most of
these schools require an ACT or SAT score with your application. Get help studying for these tests with our ultimate
SAT study guide and study guides for ACT Reading, Writing, English, Math, and Science.

Chapter 5 : Best Performing Arts Colleges | Top Performing Arts Schools
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Performing Arts Network - - Provides a directory of links relevant to the performing arts industry. Top 20 Performing Arts
- [ New Window ] - Online directory for performing arts education including opera, dance, ballet, music, theater, and
more.

Chapter 6 : List of Top Performing Arts High Schools
Directory & Listings of Theatre, Stage, Art/Drama, Acting, Performing Art, Schools Colleges Universities in USA Drama
Schools and Colleges. Explore drama schools, drama class and drama degree programs at A2ZColleges.

Chapter 7 : List of Performing Arts High Schools? (Message Board)
Students who searched for Careers and Occupations List in Visual and Performing Arts found the links, articles, and
information on this page helpful.

Chapter 8 : The 25 Most Amazing University Performing Arts Centers
The following performing arts centers were chosen for their enduring commitment to arts education as well as their
desire to provide exceptional arts programming to the public at the highest levels.

Chapter 9 : List of Performing Arts Search Engines
Professional Performing Arts High School, New York Located in the heart of Manhattan, the Professional Performing
Arts High School is just a few blocks from Broadway. Britney Spears, Alicia Keys and Claire Danes are a few stars who
received their training from this prestigious high school.
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